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Abstract 

During the last two years a 2$D computer code 
has been worked out at Orsay [l] to simulate the dyna- 
mics of electrons in micropulsed RF sources, such as 
lafiertrons [2) [3] . 

The goal of this new code is to take advantage 
of time stepping to get closer to the real case of the 
Drsay lasertron, and he capable to work on other RF 
devices (klystrons, FEL injectors ..,). 

OAK Code 

The new code named OAK, is an updated and more 
powerful, extended version of the lasertron simulation 
program RING [I], Ring uses time as an independent 
variable (time stepping) to track Z and r 
(longitudlnnl and radial positions) of electrons in a 
lasertron geometry (DC + RF zone). 

Green functions or approximated expressions of 
the space charge are included, as well as static DC 
high voltages. Steady-state RF fields are analytically 
computed or included from external codes such as 
SUPERFISH. Self consistent iterations are perfnrmrd 
over the RF field vall~es to determine the gap voltage 
or the Ox. 

The main new features specific to OAK are : 

any kind of cylindrical RF geometry can he taken in- 
to account via SUPERFISH, whereas RING is only able 
to work on symmetric (from their center) output 
cavities 

the structure is mnde more modular and allows, For 
example, the emission of electrons within the RF 
stzructure (see example helow), and, as a short term 
goal, will provide an easy and free organization of 
the emission, DC and RF zones 

the electronic emission is variable in density and 
energy, thus specific shapes (Gaussian, trigonome- 
tric, class A-R-C...) are already included or may he 
introduced by the operator to follow an experimen- 
tally complicated case [4) 

the code DESSIN, which produces the graphic output 
has been strongly modified to provide new tools in 
addition to the hunch and velocity photos : 

. Animated cartoons of the bunch motion and E-field 
evolution are available. 

. All the Ez, Er, Rz, Rr, R$ fields, whether ext+r- 
nal or from space charge, are tracked by any cho- 
sen electron of the hunch or by two fixed points 
in the geometry, then plotted in direction and in- 
tensity. 

. R positions, as well as Vz, Vr, Vb speeds and ki- 
netic energy of the electrons are plotted versus 
time or z position as variables. 
In the time case, it is also possible to fix the 
boundary conditions diagnosis on any two chosen Z 
planes (position of a detector, a Faraday cup...). 

. 417 analvtical expression of 7 D local electric 
fields developed in a needle area is also 
included. This is intended to provide an attempt 
of simulation for the current experiments in the 
Orsay lasertron [4] (see example below). 

. Fast space charge models (varyin 
of electrons, 

5 as the number n 
instead of n! or n-) are under test 

for low-accuracy simulations. 

Motivation for Time-Stepping Simulations 

In most (z,R) simulation codes, 0 is generally 
the phase of each electron, conpared to a const;lnt 
speed virtual particle ; z is increased stepwise, with 
r constant. This leads to approximations and mistakes 
that may he non-negligible important for- different 
specific cases : 

- when f3 is not a continuous variable (as ar+ z and 
t), therefore the expression Vz = dz : dz d0 given a 

z 
-- 
(i,> nt 

relatively poor approxiffation. 

- when the speed of pnrtlcles is assumed to lx=, t:, 

first order, modulated about a constant value. 'Tills 
is False in devices such as lasertron, inject-ion 
guns . . . where the electrons are emitted with a 
speed nearly eqllnl to zero 

- in (z,B) codes where all the electrons exist at the 
heginning of the simulation, which makes it impossi- 
ble to simulate the cathode emission, especiallv he- 
cause of the very time dependent space charge 
effects that happen wit'lin the hunch, and the image 
charges that appear on the cathode (cathode charge 
extraction limits . . . ) [?] nAY proposes as well a 
collective or a sequential declaration of the elec- 
trons 

- as the z position of the analysis increases in (z,R) 
codes, all backwards phenomena are omitted 
(reflected electrons, oscillations . ..) 

- periodic similar hunches are easily taken in account 
hy the (z,O) method, whereas for (z,t) one must use 
at least two copies of the current bunch. This may 
he done with a vcrv reasonable time expense, how- 
ever, as the tracked hunch still remains single. On 
the other hand, the (z,Ff) model, hased on periodic 
hypothesis cannot simulate the non-constant sueed 
cases which occur when the bunch is pus'led in a nnn- 
uniform field geometry. 

Examples 

Orsay Lasertron 

r)rs:ly lnscrtron emission is hased upon photoe- 
mission and field-emission effects, triggered by a 
laser. 

OAY 1s wry recently capahte of sImll:atilg a 
local Field enhanrement due to a needle. 
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The chosen theoretical shape of the needle is 
ellipsoidal. Er(r,z), F.z(r,z), and V(r,z) (see 
Figure 1) are given anxlvtically. 

OAK is intended to describe the space charge 
effects in needle emission in terms of charge extrac- 
tion limit, shape of the emitted hunch, and induced 
space and tiae delay. 

Knowing Qvol, defined as the maximum of charge 
available from the cathode during laser illtunination 
(considering only inner effects such as diffusion 
speed, volumc~ of the cathode, output speed or density 
shape in time), OAK allows, step by step, the elec- 
trons to leave the cathode with a given density and 
predicts whether the total field EnC + Esp,charge 
pushes the particles in DC acceleration zones or back 
towards the cathode (thus Omax. < Qvol). Specific ef- 
fects occur in the needle case, due to the tremendous 
local field values (ahout 1 W/mm) which allows elec- 
trons to leave the needle if Q < Qvol even after rea- 
ching the space charge annulation of the non-local DC 
field. The charges that are emitted then stay close to 

the cathode, waiting for the total field to become ac- 

celerating, following the removal of previously emit- 
ted electrons. This effect may induce a long time 
delay and a citrong explosion of the hunch tail [4]. 

FEL Photo Injector 

OAK has been performed for simulating an FYL 
photo injector [S]. Studied parameters were : 

- effect of cathode surface 

- effect of the current 

- effect of the gap voltage 

- effect of the RF phases 

- heam confinement 
- search for maximrln cluirgr extract icon 
- effect of laser shape. 

~1gurr 2 shows some photos of the bunch, and 
Figures 7 and 4 the effect OF phnsrs on observed kine- 
tlr‘ energy From two fixed z positinnq. 

Time qtepping in Klystron Simulation 

One of the main interesting aspects of the use 
of an (r,z,t) variables code, working with a dascrip- 
tion of the real cavities coming from a code as 
SUPERFISH, is to establish an array of data for 
(Er,Ez) which can he interpolated in RF areas, consis- 
ting of a description of radial and backwards phenome- 

na. This provides tools for understanding important 
experimental phenomena that have remained out of the 

scope of previolls (z, 7) simulations. 

F~qurr 5 shows the behaviour of a hunch when 
passing through an outnut cavity, with a given Rz 
which happens to he too small, as some electrons col- 
lide with the metal surface with a strong energy, call- 
sinp. major heating effects. 

Clgure 6 gives Vz versus time ; two electrons 
are oscillating in the hap. None are reflected, as 
t’ley finally collide with the material. 

Figures 7 and 8 were obtained wit’] smaller 
interactioc and stronger Rz. 

The problem appears to he solved, hut for a 

lower cf f IC iencv. 

OAK evolution in the area of klystron simula- 
t ions is still eoing on. The aim is to have a totallv 
modrtlar propr;+m that will make it easy to simulate 
klystrons, lasrrtrnn, RF gun’; . . . a$ well as linear 
aci.elrr;ltnr sejimenti. 
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Figure 3 - Effect on phases : had choice 
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Figure 4 - Effect on phases : good choice 
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Figure 6 - h(t) * y(t) mo v,(t). Rad Rz 
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Figure 7 - Good Rz 
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Figure 5 - Sunch motions in an output cnvitv - Bad Rz 
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